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Exclusive BExclusive B!!KK(*)(*)
  ll++ll--

  BABAR reconstructs BBABAR reconstructs B!!KK**
  ll++ll--  in in 10 exclusive10 exclusive final states, final states,

            KK++, K, K00
SS, K, K++""--, K, K+ + ""00, K, K00

S S ""++ recoiling against  recoiling against ee++ee--  or or µµ++µµ--

  The data have been plotted in 2 bins of qThe data have been plotted in 2 bins of q22

                low qlow q22: : 0.10.1## q q22##7.027.02 ( (6.256.25) ) GeVGeV22, reduced q, reduced q22 for angular analysis for angular analysis
                high qhigh q22: : 10.2410.24## q q22##12.96 GeV12.96 GeV22 &  & qq22$$14.06 GeV14.06 GeV22

        !!for angular analysis low qfor angular analysis low q22 region is reduced to minimize leakage from region is reduced to minimize leakage from
            BB!!J/J/%%KK(*)(*)

  and and BB!%!%(2S)K(2S)K(*)(*)

At At SuperB SuperB we will use the same modeswe will use the same modes

I will use BABAR data for extrapolation, since the I will use BABAR data for extrapolation, since the SuperB SuperB detectordetector
          is based on the BABAR detector and we understand both statisticalis based on the BABAR detector and we understand both statistical
     and systematic errors     and systematic errors

PRL 102, 091803 (2009),PRL 102, 091803 (2009),
PRD 79,PRD 79,    031102 (2009)031102 (2009)      
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Exclusive BExclusive B!!KK**
  ll++ll--  Decay RateDecay Rate

q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6
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Event Statistics in 6 qEvent Statistics in 6 q22 Bins Bins

Number of events in BABAR for 425 fbNumber of events in BABAR for 425 fb-1 -1 and extrapolations toand extrapolations to
        75 ab75 ab-1-1

  Number of eventsNumber of events  measured in measured in qqlowlow  and and qqhighhigh  are redistributed to theare redistributed to the
          6 q6 q22 bins bins

SuperBSuperBBABARBABAR
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AAFBFB in B in B!!KK**
  ll++ll--

AAFBFB has been measured in 2 q has been measured in 2 q22 bins by BABAR and in 6 q bins by BABAR and in 6 q22 bins by bins by
        Belle and CDFBelle and CDF

We will use results from We will use results from PRD 79,PRD 79,    031102 (2009)031102 (2009)  scaled by 1.5scaled by 1.5
          (20% luminosity increase and 30% increase due to reprocessing, PID)(20% luminosity increase and 30% increase due to reprocessing, PID)

GoodGood
          agreementagreement
          betweenbetween
          BABAR,BABAR,
          Belle andBelle and
     CDF     CDF
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AAFBFB in B in B!!KK**
  ll++ll--

Scale statistical error by Scale statistical error by sqrtsqrt(75,000/425)(75,000/425)

  Distribute errors measured inDistribute errors measured in
            qqlow low into qinto q11, q, q22, q, q33 and in  and in qqhighhigh
            into qinto q44, q, q55, q, q66  by weightingby weighting
            with decay ratewith decay rate

  At At SuperB SuperB statistical errors rangestatistical errors range
            between 1.5%-6%between 1.5%-6%

SuperBSuperBSuperBSuperBBABARBABARBABARBABAR
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AAFB FB Systematic Errors in BSystematic Errors in B!!KK**
  ll++ll--

  Look at systematicLook at systematic  uncertainties in uncertainties in qqlowlow  and and qqhighhigh

  Guess improvements of each contributions at Guess improvements of each contributions at SuperBSuperB

  Estimate is conservativeEstimate is conservative

Expect systematicExpect systematic
          uncertainties ofuncertainties of
          <0.027 for <0.027 for qqlowlow  andand
     < 0.036 for      < 0.036 for qqhighhigh

qqhighhighqqlowlow

SuperBSuperBBABARBABARSuperBSuperBBABARBABAR

Mis-recoMis-reco

Fit biasFit bias

Signal modeSignal mode

Bg Bg shapeshape

FFLL fit fit

mmESES  fitfit

Total sysTotal sys
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AAFB FB Systematic Errors in BSystematic Errors in B!!KK**
  ll++ll--

Compare ACompare AFBFB
          for exclusivefor exclusive
          and inclusiveand inclusive
          measurementsmeasurements

  TheoryTheory
            uncertaintyuncertainty
      in A      in AFBFB shape shape
            is lower in is lower in incusive incusive modemode
            than exclusive, exceptthan exclusive, except
              for sfor s00, why?, why?

ss00=3.5±0.12=3.5±0.12
 ( (µµµµ++µµµµ--))Huber, Huber, Hurth Hurth & & Lunghi Lunghi hep-ph/0712.3009hep-ph/0712.3009

ss00=4.0=4.0
 ( (µµµµ++µµµµ--))

BobethBobeth, Hiller & van , Hiller & van Dyk Dyk hep-ph/1006.5013hep-ph/1006.5013
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FFLL in B in B!!KK**
  ll++ll--

FFLL has been measured in 2 q has been measured in 2 q22 bins by BABAR and in 6 q bins by BABAR and in 6 q22 bins by bins by
        Belle and CDFBelle and CDF

We will use results from We will use results from PRD 79,PRD 79,    031102 (2009)031102 (2009)  scaled by 1.5scaled by 1.5
          (20% luminosity increase and 30% increase due to reprocessing, PID)(20% luminosity increase and 30% increase due to reprocessing, PID)

GoodGood
     agreement     agreement
          betweenbetween
          BABAR,BABAR,
          Belle andBelle and
     CDF     CDF
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FFLL in B in B!!KK**
  ll++ll--

Scale statistical error by Scale statistical error by sqrtsqrt(75,000/425)(75,000/425)

  Distribute errors measured inDistribute errors measured in
            qqlow low into qinto q11, q, q22, q, q33 and in  and in qqhighhigh
            into qinto q44, q, q55, q, q6 6 by weightingby weighting
            with decay ratewith decay rate

'('#)'('#+#(*,+#(*qqlowlow
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  At At SuperB SuperB statistical errors rangestatistical errors range
            between 1%-3%between 1%-3%
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FFL L Systematic Errors in BSystematic Errors in B!!KK**
  ll++ll--

Look at systematicLook at systematic  uncertainties in uncertainties in qqlowlow  and and qqhighhigh

  Guess improvements of each contributions at Guess improvements of each contributions at SuperBSuperB

  Estimate is conservativeEstimate is conservative

Expect systematicExpect systematic
          uncertainties ofuncertainties of
          <0.025 for <0.025 for qqlowlow  andand
     < 0.025 for      < 0.025 for qqhighhigh

Mis-recoMis-reco

Fit biasFit bias

Signal modeSignal mode

Bg Bg shapeshape

mmESES  fitfit

Total sysTotal sys

qqhighhighqqlowlow
SuperBSuperBBABARBABARSuperBSuperBBABARBABAR
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AAII in B in B!!KK(*)(*)
  ll++ll--

AAII was measured in 2 q was measured in 2 q22 bins by BABAR and in 6 q bins by BABAR and in 6 q22 bins by Belle bins by Belle

We will use results from We will use results from PRL 102, 091803 (2009)PRL 102, 091803 (2009)  scaled by 1.5scaled by 1.5
          (20% luminosity increase and 30% increase due to reprocessing, PID)(20% luminosity increase and 30% increase due to reprocessing, PID)

GoodGood
     agreement     agreement
          betweenbetween
          BABAR andBABAR and
     Belle     Belle

  Belle alsoBelle also
            agrees withagrees with
      the SM      the SM
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AAII in B in B!!KK(*)(*)
  ll++ll--

Scale statistical error by Scale statistical error by sqrtsqrt(75,000/425)(75,000/425)

  Distribute errors measured in Distribute errors measured in qqlow low into qinto q11, q, q22, q, q33 and in  and in qqhighhigh  into qinto q44, q, q55,,
            qq6 6 by weightingby weighting with decay rate with decay rate

KllKllKK**llll
SuperBSuperBSuperBSuperBBABARBABARBABARBABARSuperBSuperBSuperBSuperBBABARBABARBABARBABAR
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Systematic Errors in ASystematic Errors in AI I (B(B!!KK(*)(*)
  ll++ll--))

Systematic uncertainties in Systematic uncertainties in qqlowlow  are 0.05 and 0.03are 0.05 and 0.03  for Bfor B!!KK  ll++ll- - andand
          BB!!KK**

  ll++ll--, respectively, respectively

Systematic uncertainties in Systematic uncertainties in qqhighhigh  are 0.03 and 0.04 for Bare 0.03 and 0.04 for B!!KK  ll++ll- - andand
          BB!!KK**

  ll++ll--, respectively, respectively

  At At SuperB SuperB we expect systematic uncertainties of we expect systematic uncertainties of 0.02-0.030.02-0.03 and and
            0.01-0.020.01-0.02 in  in qqlowlow  for Bfor B!!KK  ll++ll- - and Band B!!KK**

  ll++ll--, respectively, respectively

  In In qqhighhigh, we expect systematic uncertainties of , we expect systematic uncertainties of 0.01-0.020.01-0.02 and and
            0.02-0.030.02-0.03 in  in qqlowlow  for Bfor B!!KK  ll++ll- - and Band B!!KK**

  ll++ll--, respectively, respectively
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CommentsComments

These estimates assume that the event reconstruction in individualThese estimates assume that the event reconstruction in individual
     modes has the same efficiency as that in BABAR     modes has the same efficiency as that in BABAR

 Analysis uses a similar methodology and event optimization as that in Analysis uses a similar methodology and event optimization as that in
          BABARBABAR

!! statistical errors scale with  statistical errors scale with sqrtsqrt(L)(L)

  Systematic errors are improved by dealing with larger signal yieldsSystematic errors are improved by dealing with larger signal yields
            which improvewhich improve  uncertainties from fittinguncertainties from fitting
      and by trading an optimized selection for worse a statistical error      and by trading an optimized selection for worse a statistical error
            as the systematic error is expected to be dominantas the systematic error is expected to be dominant

  By performing By performing  different extrapolations (scaling data, simulating different extrapolations (scaling data, simulating
            the the SuperB SuperB environment) will provide the best range of estimatesenvironment) will provide the best range of estimates
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ConclusionConclusion
At a luminosity of 75 abAt a luminosity of 75 ab-1-1 at  at SuperBSuperB, the statistical error of  A, the statistical error of  AFBFB

          in 6 qin 6 q22 bins is between 1.5%  and 6%, the systematic error is 2.7-3.6% bins is between 1.5%  and 6%, the systematic error is 2.7-3.6%

 For F For FLL,  the statistical error in 6 bins of q,  the statistical error in 6 bins of q22 is between 1% and 3%, is between 1% and 3%,
            the systematic error isthe systematic error is  2.5%2.5%

  For AFor AII, the statistical error lies between 1.5% and 3% for , the statistical error lies between 1.5% and 3% for BB!!KK**
  ll++ll--

          and 2.7% and 7% for and 2.7% and 7% for BB!!KK**
  ll++ll--, systematic errors are 1-3%, systematic errors are 1-3%

 At  At SuperB SuperB exclusive and inclusive Bexclusive and inclusive B!!XXs s ll++ll--  modes will be measuredmodes will be measured
            with high precision and several are with high precision and several are systematics systematics limitedlimited

 With this high statistics there is a great potential to explore other With this high statistics there is a great potential to explore other
       observables, e.g. amplitudes in full angular analysis       observables, e.g. amplitudes in full angular analysis  and measure theand measure the
            11 parameters with high precision11 parameters with high precision

Thus, there is a great potential to see new physics at <Thus, there is a great potential to see new physics at <OO(0.1)(0.1)
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Backup SlidesBackup Slides
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Inclusive BInclusive B!!XXs s ll++ll--
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Number of Events in BNumber of Events in B!!(K, K(K, K**, X, Xss) ) ll++ll--
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Expectations for Observables in BExpectations for Observables in B!!K K ll++ll--
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Expectations for Observables in BExpectations for Observables in B!!KK**ll++ll--
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Expectations for Observables in BExpectations for Observables in B!!XXss  ll++ll--
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Summary of Expectations for 75 abSummary of Expectations for 75 ab-1-1

Expected uncertainties in Expected uncertainties in KKll++ll--, , KK**ll++ll--,,  KK*0*0ll++ll--  in in LHCbLHCb, , XXssll++ll--  in sum ofin sum of
          exclusive modes and exclusive modes and XXss

  ll++ll--  in the recoil methodin the recoil method

0.03-.040.03-.040.01-0.020.01-0.020.05-.060.05-.060.04-.050.04-.05555-65-65-65-6&&syssys

0.049/bin0.049/bin0.020.02.065/bin.065/bin.051/bin.051/bin4.14.17.8/bin7.8/bin2.22.2XXss (RM)  (RM) &&statstat

0.03-.040.03-.040.01-0.020.01-0.020.05-.060.05-.060.04-.050.04-.05555-65-65-65-6&&syssys

0.020/bin0.020/bin0.0060.006.027/bin.027/bin.021/bin.021/bin1.21.23.3/bin3.3/bin0.70.7XXss (SEM)  (SEM) &&statstat

????&&syssys

0.05/bin0.05/bin0.70.7KK*0*0  LHCb  LHCb  &&statstat

0.030.030.0080.008.033-.04.033-.04.027-.03.027-.03444-54-54-54-5&&syssys

0.03/bin0.03/bin0.010.01.043/bin.043/bin.034/bin.034/bin2.02.05.2/bin5.2/bin1.11.1KK**          &&statstat

0.030.030.0080.008----333-43-43-43-4&&syssys

0.08/bin0.08/bin0.0110.011----2.42.44.4/bin4.4/bin1.11.1KK          &&statstat

AAII  lowlowAACP CP tottotAAFBFB  lowlowFFLL/H/HL L lowlowRRXsXs  tottot
[%][%]

''BB//BB  lowlow
[%][%]

''BB//BB  tottot
[%][%]

modemode

For For SuperB SuperB assume assume 75 ab75 ab-1-1, for , for LHCb LHCb 5 years at 2fb5 years at 2fb-1-1, low (q, low (q22<6 GeV<6 GeV22))
     12 bins (exclusive & sum of exclusive modes), 6 bins for recoil method     12 bins (exclusive & sum of exclusive modes), 6 bins for recoil method

                                and and LHCbLHCb


